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May 8, 2020

Property Manager Info Session
Kim DeVoe, Energy Services Engineer

Terra Sampson, Energy Services Project Manager

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kelsey & TaylorThank you for being here, acknowledge that it is a challenging time, especially for rentals that might be working with renters going through financial constraints Review logistics of the webinar platform (show chat, mute, etc.)



Introductions

Kim DeVoe Sean Carpenter
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Terra Sampson

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Terra and Kim introduce themselves Roles with programMention that they’re rental property owners



Agenda

Introductions

Epic Homes Overview

Why Upgrade Your Rental Property?

Benefits for Property Managers

Benefits for Property Owners

How to Participate

Q&A
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Terra~30 minute presentation with ~20 minutes for Q&A



Virtual Polling

What brought you here today? 

A. Reduce tenant complaints 

B. Increase energy efficiency of properties   

C. Keep rental properties competitive 

D. My boss told me I had to 

E. Not sure, but I want to learn more
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Taylor & Terra
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A streamlined, affordable 
approach for single-family 
home and rental property 
energy efficiency upgrades. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TerraEpic Homes is…Let’s start with an overview of the steps and options on the journey to complete an Epic Homes project. We will provide details on the home assessment, the great new rates and terms available if utilizing our on-bill financing for funding, and how to help provide value for your investments in efficiency by claiming your Epic certificate upon completion. Plus, we’ll provide information on the IEQ study in collaboration with CSU.



Epic Homes Overview
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Terra & Kelseyhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JqiUeL7XElo&feature=youtu.be 






Efficiency Works HomesTM

Easy, High Quality, Verified 
• $60 assessment (a $600 value) with 

professional energy advisor
• Creates good, better and best packages 

specific to your rental property
• Insulation & air sealing measures use 

standardized pricing, no bid 
comparisons or shopping needed
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
KimThe streamlined assessment process provides a:FCU subsidized professional assessment that only costs you $60Advisors will help you create a package that meets your goals. No waiting! A report is generated and presented to you at the end of the assessment showing recommended good, better, and best package options that use standardized pricing for I&AS measures. The report shows what the monthly payment would be with the rate for a 15 year term.   If you need HVAC or windows, they can also help refer you to a contractor and review the proposals for your project too. This one stop shop saves the hassle of trying to arrange multiple times to get contractors into your units. 



Epic Loan

• Easy payments on property 
owners’ monthly utility bill

• No money down
• Covers 100% of costs
• Available for up to $25,000
• Attractive interest rates and terms
• Simple, streamlined and easy 

to qualify

8More information: fcgov.com/financing

Loan Term Interest Rate

3 or 5 years 2.95%

7 or 10 years 3.15%

15 years 3.25%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KimFCU is offering our on-utility bill financing product to finance your project with:Easy Loan payments that are added to the property owners’ monthly utility billYou don’t need a deposit upfront and we’ll cover 100% of the costs. New recently adjusted low interest ratesAnd It’s Easy to qualify. Once you apply, approval can happen in less than 24 hours with a 640 FICO and good bill payment history.   

http://www.fcgov.com/financing
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Epic Certificate

• Showcases your investments 
in efficiency and/or renewables

• Estimated annual energy costs 
and savings from the 
Department of Energy’s 
Home Energy Score

• Lists efficiency upgrades
• Can be uploaded to the 

Multiple Listing Service (MLS)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KimFCU is very excited to now offer the new Epic Certificate to our EW- Homes customers.You now have a way to showcase your investment in efficiency, indoor air quality, and solar PV. In a partnership with the Dept of Energy, the cert includes a Home Energy Score and estimates of the annual energy costs and saving from your projects, based on the assets of the home, not how it is operated. What’s unique about our cert is that it also lists the improvement measures done in the EWH and solar programs.It can be uploaded into the MLS at time of sale or be given to an appraiser to help add value to your property.     



Indoor Environmental Quality
(IEQ) Study

• Partnership with Colorado 
State University

• Understand relation between 
efficiency upgrades and IEQ

• Owner-occupied and rental 
properties welcome

• Participation is voluntary
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TerraHigh-level overview of IEQ StudyWorking with a researcher as CSU to implement IEQ studyStudy goal is to better understand how energy efficiency upgrades can improve IEQ, community health and well-beingOwner-occupied and renter-occupied both welcome to participate in the studyHome occupant (i.e., tenant) is the participant – owners will be informed of participationTotally voluntary and not a requirement for any of the other aspects of Epic HomesExcited for the study and making more connections on the additional benefits that can come from energy efficiency upgrades



Virtual Polling

What energy upgrade could your properties benefit from?

Type responses into "Chat" feature.

You can send multiple responses.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Taylor



Why Upgrade Your Rental Property?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Terra Discuss challenges of managing rental properties Terra & Kim connect with the audience These photos are actually from Sean’s rental property, where he had to gut and replace the kitchen after some tenants moved outWhile I do not own any rental properties, my parents have owned various rental propertiesTheir very first rental properties was in their college town after they had moved back to our home townThe returned to check on the place after their tenants moved out, and it was completely trashedThey were so devastated that they ended up just selling itAfter that experience, they have really focused on holding onto good tenants and making improvements that help keep them around longer so that they can avoid having bad tenants again as much as possible



Why Upgrade 
Your Rental 

Property?

• Streamlined process from assessment to completion
• Combine property maintenance with efficiency

• Provide a healthy, comfortable living environment
• Fewer complaints  Keep good tenants, reduce 

turnover
• Address deferred maintenance proactively 

• Make property easier to rent
• Stay competitive with newer rental properties

• Beneficial communication between property owner 
and managers
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kim Selling points from property manager perspectiveWe know as a property manager you are busy. We want to help make energy improvements an easier process for you.We streamlined the process from assessment to completion to minimize the time required to deal with repairsThis way you can combine needed older property maintenance with energy efficiency and address deferred maintenance proactively.Combining them together helps provide a healthy, comfortable living environmentWhich yields fewer complaints and helps reduce turnover and keep good tenants longer. It can also make the property easier to rent and help stay competitive with all the newer rental properties available This opportunity can be a beneficial communication to the property owner vs just another expense they have to make. 



Virtual Polling

What do you find most compelling about the Epic Homes Program? 

A. Streamlined process

B. Increased energy efficiency in older rental properties

C. Fewer complaints  keep good tenants, reduce turnover

D. Make property easier to rent

E. Beneficial communication between property owner and managers

F. All of the above
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Taylor



Why Upgrade Your Rental Property?

• Neutral professional energy advisor
• Standardized pricing (skip the 

bidding process)
• Sends work order to top-tier contractor 
• Rebates applied upfront to proposal
• HVAC and windows referred separately
• Quality assurance with 100% photo 

documentation
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Benefits of Efficiency Works Homes for Property Owners: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kim - Selling points to property owner on EWH You get unbiased advice on what to do from a neutral third party that has no incentive to sell you anything you don’t need.  Standardized pricing means you don’t have to deal with multiple bids that can be confusing and offer different solutions using different prices.A work scope of the package you created wit the advisor is sent to one of our top tier contractors to provide you with a contract for insulation and air sealing. If you need a furnace, AC or WH replaced the advisor will refer you to a HVAC or windows contractor(s) EWH provides 100% photo doc QA on every job. And you can ask for the pictures for verification. 



Why Upgrade Your Rental Property?

• Overcome upfront costs
• Save personal capital for 

other needs
• Low monthly payments 
• Does not affect debt to 

income ratio
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Benefits of Epic Loan for Property Owners: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kim – So what are the benefits of using the Epic Loan to you as the owner?It can be hard to justify spending cash for comprehensive projects with upfront costsSo instead of paying cash, why don’t you keep it for other needs and consider an Epic loanThe new low interest rates and terms up to 15 years, can keep the monthly payment low enough to only minimally impact the rentAnd the loan is not traditional loan. It is another utility service on you bill, like electric or water. And best of all it doesn’t show up on your credit report or impact you DTI ratiosAnd with the City covering 50% of origination fee, the APR you pay is lower.  



Why Upgrade Your Rental Property?

• Documents investments in 
efficiency, IEQ and solar

• Provides way for the 
market to value efficiency

• Created local referral 
network for real estate & 
efficiency contractors
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Benefits of Epic Certificate for 
Property Owners: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KimThe Epic certificate really completes your project by documenting your investments in EE, IEQ and solar PV.This provides away for the market to see normally hidden improvements like insulation and air sealing and give them value.To help promote this, FCU has enlisted over 30 created a Real Estate Agenst to be an Ally to use the cert to help promote your investments.And we’ve created a local referral network between real estate agents and Epic Home contractors to make it easy to find good qualified contractors for your project.



Why Upgrade Your Rental Property?
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Upgrading your rental property is a win for you, 
your tenants and our community.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TerraUpgrading your rental property can have benefits for all involvedWe’ve already discussed a lot of the benefits today to you as property managers or property owners – like increasing value, maintaining your investment, and reducing tenant turnover and keeping good tenants longerAll of these have benefits to the tenants themselves and the community overall – like having a more comfortable and healthier place to live, and having stable utility billsAs tenants stay longer because they are happier in your rental property it can also benefit the community – like kids not having to switch schools when their parents moved and getting to know neighbors and get involved in community groupsIn Epic Homes, we like to say – It’s not about the home; It’s about the people living in the home



Next Steps

Interested in how to get started?

Though assessments are temporarily paused due 
to COVID-19 precautions, you can still sign up for 
the assessment waitlist.
• You will be contacted when we resume 

safely offering in-home services again.

A follow up email will be sent with details for 
scheduling an assessment and information for 
sharing with owners.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TerraAnd so, if you’re interested in how to get started…You can sign up for the assessment waitlist and you will be contacted as soon as we safely begin in-home services again.We are monitoring COVID 19 recommendations and safety protocols. We hope to start assessments again soon. You can still sign up for an assessment and get on the waitlistAs turnover season is approaching in June and August, this is a great time to make energy upgrades without disturbing tenants. Or if your tenants have left Fort Collins due to COVID 19, you can take advantage of the vacancy to complete upgrades.We will send out a follow up email soon with details for scheduling an assessment and information about Epic Homes and its benefits that you can share with owners or colleagues.Reminder to please share your email address with the panelists in the chat.



Thank You

Questions?

fcgov.com/epichomes | epichomes@fcgov.com | 970-416-4239 | V/TDD 711
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Terra & Kim, Kelsey monitoring chat and raised handsConclusion / Call to action: Invite us to talk to other groups you are a part of, come to your companyWe will follow up with template for owner/customer email, owners can reach out to us at email or phone for any questionsCan schedule assessments for unoccupied homes
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3rd Party Capital

21

Backup Slides
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Web 
Resources
fcgov.com/epichomes
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2018 Bloomberg Mayors Challenge
• 320+ American cities competed
• 9 winners

• Each awarded $1M to implement their winning idea
• Our idea:

• Improve energy efficiency
• Create scalability through private sector partnerships
• Offer attractive financing options
• Foster real benefits for low-to-moderate income renters
• Study health and wellbeing impacts of upgrades

"It's not about the houses, it's about the people living in the houses."
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3rd Party Capital
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Backup Slides – IEQ Study



What is IEQ?

• The quality of a building’s environment in relation to the health and 
wellbeing of those who occupy space within it

• Determined by many factors, including lighting, noise, air quality, 
ventilation and damp conditions, among others
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How Can Home Energy 
Efficiency Upgrades Impact IEQ?
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Why Does Achieving Good IEQ Matter?

• A lot of time spent indoors (more than two-thirds of our lives)
• A lot of our indoor time spent in our homes
• Research shows that adverse health and wellbeing symptoms and 

conditions are associated with poor IEQ
• Understanding sources of poor IEQ and how to cost-effectively 

improve IEQ can help prevent or resolve poor health outcomes
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Indoor Environmental Quality 
Study Details

Visit 1: Shortly 
after energy 
assessment

• Survey
• Particle 

samplers 
installed for 1-2 
weeks

Visit 2: 1-2 
months after 
assessment

• Survey
• Particle 

samplers 
installed for 1-2 
weeks

Visit 3: ~6 
months after 
assessment

• Survey
• Particle 

samplers 
installed for 1-2 
weeks

Home Energy Monitor & IEQ Samplers remain installed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The tenant is the participant and the owner will be made aware of the study. Reminder that this is a voluntary study and not a requirement to participate in any of the other components.



Indoor Environmental Quality 
Study Goals

• Document indicators of
• Improved indoor environmental quality
• Increased comfort
• Increased affordability
• Improved social and psychological wellbeing
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Why Focus on Small Outdoor Particles?

• Study will focus on reduced 
infiltration of outdoor particles

• Exposure to particles is the leading 
environmental health risk factor

• Exposure to small particles is a 
modifiable health risk factor

• Study goal to see if energy 
efficiency upgrades reduce 
exposure to outdoor particles
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